
How to Pick the Perfect Tiles for Your Kitchen

Walls

Choosing the proper tiles for your kitchen walls may significantly impact the room's ambience

and design. Kitchen wall tiles serve a dual purpose as both an aesthetic and practical upgrade.

Choosing the right tile for your kitchen may take time due to the various materials, colours, and

designs available. Here are some suggestions for picking out beautiful tiles for your kitchen

walls.

Tips for Choosing the Perfect Kitchen Wall Tiles: Size, Color,

Material, and More

#1 - Consider the Size and Shape of Your Kitchen:
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The size and configuration of your kitchen should serve as the jumping-off point for deciding the

tiles you will choose. In kitchens with higher ceilings, larger tiles could be appropriate, while in

smaller kitchens, the appearance of smaller tiles might be more attractive to the eye. In a very

long and narrow kitchen, the most appropriate tiles to use are rectangles. However, square tiles

can be a better choice for a kitchen laid out squarely..

#2 - Think About Color Scheme:

When picking kitchen wall tiles, it is essential to consider the kitchen's overall colour scheme.

Choose a hue for your tiles that will go well with the other finishes in your kitchen, such as the

cabinets, the countertops, and the flooring. Tiles of a brighter colour may assist in establishing a

feeling of visual space and light in a kitchen with dark cabinetry by contributing to the overall

lightness of the room. Conversely, cabinetry that is lighter than the tiles might provide a

spectacular contrast with the darker tiles.

Also Read: 10 Types of Tile Patterns You Need To Know About

#3 - Consider Material of Tiles:
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The material used for the kitchen wall tiles should also be carefully evaluated. Ceramic tiles are

the most often used for kitchen walls because of their durability, ease of maintenance. This tiles

are wide availability in various designs, colours, and sizes. Ceramic tiles are one option, but

porcelain tiles are denser and more durable than their ceramic counterparts. Using tiles created

from natural stone, such as marble, granite, or slate, in your kitchen may provide an attractive

appearance; nevertheless, these tiles need more maintenance than ceramic or porcelain tiles.

#4 - Choose the Right Finish:

The completion of the tile work on the walls of the kitchen is something else to take into

consideration. Glossy tiles in the kitchen have a great appearance and reflect light well, but they

also show scuffs and scratches more readily than matte tiles. On the other hand, while matte

tiles may be more difficult to clean than their glossy counterparts, they are more resistant to

scuffs and filth because of their matte finish. The walls in the kitchen that are covered with

textured tiles look fantastic, but it could not be easy to keep them clean.

#5 - Look for Water Resistance:
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Because of the significant amount of moisture in the kitchen, it is important to choose tiles that

are resistant to water. Ceramic and Porcelain tiles provide the highest level of resistance to

water of all of the available alternatives. There is a risk that tiles created from the real stone

may absorb water and become darker or get damaged over time. Keep an eye out for tiles with

a low water absorption rate since these types of tiles are more water resistant.

#6 - Consider Your Budget:

The cost of kitchen wall tiles can vary greatly depending on the material, size, and style. Natural

stone tiles are usually the most expensive, while ceramic tiles are the most affordable. Before

you start shopping for tiles, set a budget and look for tiles that fit within your budget.
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Remember to factor in the cost of installation, as this can also vary depending on the type of tile

and the complexity of the installation.

Also Read: Latest Wall and Floor Tiles Trends for 2023

#7 - Think About Maintenance:

Finally, think about the maintenance requirements of the kitchen wall tiles. Some tiles require

more maintenance than others. For example, natural stone tiles may require sealing and regular

cleaning to prevent stains and damage. Ceramic and porcelain tiles are easy to clean and require

minimal maintenance. Choose tiles that fit your lifestyle and cleaning habits.

Conclusion:

We at Tile Trolley believe that carefully considering the wall tiles used may make kitchens

attractive, useful, and long-lasting. When picking out tiles for your kitchen, consider the room's

dimensions and layout and the colour scheme, materials, finishes, water resistance, cost, and

upkeep involved.
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